To best understand and implement the termination of an EMI shielded cable, it is essential to understand exactly what connections must be made. There is no value in simply saying, “ground the shield” because, whatever this may actually mean, it is usually left undefined. This design tip will clarify the current paths that must be properly connected, from the most basic case to more complex ones where the cable shield may have multiple functions. When the requirements for the different current paths can be separated and made clear, the design of the cable termination can proceed with confidence.

The most basic cable shield termination is the connection of the full circumference of the cable shield to the outside of the shielded enclosure. Physically this is comprised of the connection of the cable shield to the connector back shell, and the connector back shell to the enclosure. However, even in this case there are two independent current paths to consider, that on the inside of the shield and that on the outside.

To better understand these two paths, consider the following two situations: an immunity case, where all current that is induced on any part of the outer surface must stay on the outer surface; and an emissions case, where all energy is required to stay contained within the shield. This is hopefully an obvious point but it highlights a concept that is frequently missed: over most frequencies, all EMI shields are effectively formed of two independent conductors, the inner and outer surfaces, as shown in Figure 1. This is due to the skin effect that forces the current to flow in an extremely thin layer at the surface of a conductor. Therefore, providing the shield conductors are thick compared to 5 or more skin depths, there is no coupling between currents on the inner and outer surfaces of the conductor.

To maintain a high level of EMI control it is essential that the outer surface of the cable shield be well bonded to the outer surface of the enclosure. However, an EMI shield is often required to provide part of or the entire path of the current return for the signals within the shield. Confusion concerning cable termination usually arises when the requirements for these signal paths are considered. The basic EMI shield bonding requirement then becomes clouded, which can lead to endless discussions on where a shield and other ‘ground’ conductors should be terminated. In addition to providing a return path for various signals, the cable shield can also provide other functions. Following are five examples of current paths that an EMI shield may provide:

- Return path for single ended signals
- Return path for imperfectly balanced differential signals
- Return path for the power distribution
- ESD protection
- Equi-potential bonding between enclosures

Return Path for Single Ended Signals
When a single conductor is used to carry data within an EMI shielded cable, the data return current must pass along the cable shield. It is important to repeat that the return current...
will be passed along the inside of the cable shield and not the outside of the shield. Therefore, for the circuit to be terminated and operate correctly there must be a path to complete the circuit from the shield to the enclosure to the connected port. This is shown in Figure 2.

The return current path termination at the enclosure is a required functional termination but it is not equivalent nor does it replace the shield termination to the enclosure. A common mistake is to provide only the termination to the circuit board and leave off the critical enclosure connection.

Return Path for Imperfectly Balanced Differential Signals

Unless a tremendous amount of care is taken, differential lines are usually imperfectly balanced, and even a well-balanced pair will be unbalanced to some extent when placed within an overall shield. Any imbalance results in a common mode current on the differential pair that again returns on the inside surface of the overall shield, just as it does for the single ended case. A path must be provided for this common mode return current to follow that of the data pair as shown in Figure 3.

The connection of the differential pair inner shield is in addition to the EMI shield connection to the enclosure, and is primarily for maintaining signal integrity rather than EMI control. In this specific case it is not essential to connect the board reference to the enclosure.

Return Path for Power Distribution

Since an EMI shield is frequently simply seen as “ground”, in many people’s perspective this can be translated to 0V or power return. While the merits of this are debatable, it should be realized that at DC the current is uniformly distributed across the entire conductor and that a suitable low resistance connection will be required. More importantly it should be realized that using the shield in this way has no EMI benefits, as there is nothing special about the power return. The RF currents associated with the signals will travel where they must, and can/will be along a different route than any DC power. Since power distribution is almost always single ended, the termination scheme shown in Figure 2 is applicable.

ESD Protection

A frequently required function of an EMI shield is to prevent ESD induced current from upsetting or damaging a device. In this situation it is imperative that the integrity of the shield bonding is high so that the high frequency components of the ESD pulse are not able to penetrate due to any common impedance between the shields inner and outer surfaces. Due to the high current and voltages involved in an ESD event, particularly low impedance terminations must be used to ensure adequate protection is achieved. As for other immunity cases, the requirement is to keep all the induced current on the outside of the EMI shield.

Equi-potential Bonding Between Enclosures

The means of maintaining an equal potential between enclosures is unrelated to EMC emission or immunity issues and is a very poor intended use for an EMI shield. However, when multiple pieces of equipment are connected it is often found that the shielding has a lower resistance than safety ground straps, so if a strap is missing there can be AC line current passing along the shield. For single ended signals it is essential that the common mode range of the receivers is not exceeded, either by an offset caused by excessive line current or from the net effect of many single ended signals within a shielded cable. A separate, heavy-duty ground strap can mitigate the effects of line current. While excessive signal return current within the shield can only be mitigated by lowering the impedance of the shield.

Now that the current paths have been identified, they should be incorporated into a schematic. The presence of an EMI shield on a schematic diagram is rarely shown in full; at best it may be identified simply with a ground symbol. If time is taken to draw out the conductors that comprise the shield, the different paths that must be properly terminated become apparent. Following are schematics for an ideal shield, a leaky shield, and a poorly terminated shield. Adding these elements appropriately into the interface schematics is an excellent way to address the termination of an EMI shielded cable.
The circuit schematic of a perfectly bonded, impenetrable shield is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen it is far from complex, but emphasizes the separation of the internal and external current paths. This is only valid when the connection of cable shield to connector back shell, and connector back shell to enclosure can be considered perfect over the frequency range of interest.

![Figure 5. Schematic of a Perfectly Bonded, Impenetrable Shield](image)

In reality, there are impedances that link the internal and external current paths. A leakage path can exist through the shield if either it is a very thin shield (less than a few skin depths) or it is comprised of a very open-weave braid. The schematic for this case is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Schematic of a Perfectly Bonded Penetrable Shield](image)

When a good shield is connected imperfectly, such as in the case of a pigtail connection, there is an impedance in series, common to both the external and internal currents as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Schematic of a Poorly Bonded, Impenetrable Shield](image)

This design tip has opened up some of the buried details of an apparently simple structure: the correct termination choices for an EMI shielded cable. Once the physical current paths are understood, an appropriate schematic can be developed and much of the confusion that frequently surrounds this topic can be dispelled. Application of these schematic elements into a more complete functional schematic can ensure that all the expected functions of the EMI shield are properly fulfilled.

--- Bruce Archambeault

**Design Tid-Bit**

The usefulness of decoupling capacitors on printed circuit boards is limited by the connection inductance plus the equivalent series inductance (ESL) of the capacitor. The connection is usually much higher than the ESL (typically about 0.3 to 0.5 nH). Connection inductance takes into account the distance between the capacitor vias and the distance down to the planes to which the capacitor is connected. Often simple rectangular loop inductance formulas will give a value of this inductance within about 20% of the result from more complex calculations.

--- Bruce Archambeault